The similarity join has become an important database primitive to support similarity search and &/a mining. A similarity join combines two sets of complex objects such that the result contains allpairs ofsimilar objects. Well-honm are two types of the similarityjoin, the distance range join where the user dqtines a distance threshold for the join, and the closest point query or k-distance join which retrieves the k most similar pairs. In this paper) we investigate an important, third similarity join operation calledk-nearest neighborjoin which combines eachpoint of one point set with its k nearest neighbors in the other set. It har been shown that many standard algorithms of Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) such as k-means andk-medoidclustering nearest neighbor classijication, data cleansing postprccessing of sampling-based data mining etc. can be implemented on top of the k-nn join operation to achieve performance improvements without afecting the quality of the result of these algorithms. We propose a new algorithm to compute the k-nearest neighborjoin using the multipage index ( M a . a speciali-ed index structzire for the similarityjoin. To reduce both CPUandUO cost, we develop optimal loading andprocessing strategies
Introduction
KDD algorithms in multidimensional databases are oflen based on similarity queries which are performed for a high number of objects. Recently, it hasbeenrecognizedthatmany algorithmsofsimilarity search [Z] anddatamining 131 can be based ontop ofa single join query instead ofmany similarity queries. Thus, ahigh number ofsinglesimilarity queries isrephced by asingle Nn ofasimilarily join. The most well-known form of the similarity join is the distancerangejoin RWSwhich isdefinedfortwotinitesetsofvectors, R = ( r l ,..., rnJ and S= {sI ,... J , ] , as the set of all pairs from RxShavingadistanceofnomorethan~:
E.g. in [3] , it has been shown that density based clustering algorithms such as DBSCAN [25] or the hierarchical cluster analysis method OPnCS [I] can be accelerated by high factors oftypically one or two orders of magnitude by the range distance join. Due to its imponance. a large number of algorithms to compute the range distance join oftwo sets have been p r o p o d , e.g. [27, 19,5]
Another imporlant similarity join operation which has been recently proposed is the incremental distancejoin [16] . This join operation orders the pairs from R x S by increasing distance and returns them to the user either on a give-me-more basis, or based on a user specified cardinality ofk best pairs (which cornsponds to a k-closest pair operation in computational geomey, cf. [23] ). This operation can be successhlly applied to implement data analysis taskssuch asnoise-robust catalogue matchingand noise-robustduplicatedetection [II] .
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Florian Krebs Universiv ofMunich krebs@dbs. informatik. uni-muenchen. de In this paper, we investigate a thud kind of similarity join, the k-nearestneighborsimilarityjoin, short k-mjoin. Thisoperation is motivated by the observation that many dataanalysisanddatamining algorithms is based on k-nearest neighbor queries which are issuedseparatelyforalargesetofquerypoints R = {rl, ..., rn} against another large set ofhtapoints S = {sl, ... J , ) . In conbast to the incremental distance join and the k-distance join which chouse the best pairs h m the complete pool of pairs R x S, the k-nn join combines each of the points of R with its k nearest neighbors in S. The differences betweenthethreekindsofsimilarityjoinopemtionsare depicted in figure 1 .
Applications of the k -M join include but are not limited to the following list: k-nearest neighbor classification, k-means and k-medoid clustering, sample assessment and sample postprocessing, missing value imputation, k-distance diagrams, etc. In [8] we have shown that k-means clustering, nearest neighbor classification, and various other algorithms can be transformed such that they operate exclusively on top ofthe k-nearest neighborjoin. This transformation typically leads to performance gains up to a factor of 8.5.
Our listofapplicationscoversall stagesofthe KDDprwess. In the prepmessing step, data cleansing algorithms are typically based on k-nearest neighbor queries for each of the points with NULL values against the set of complete vectors. The missing values can be computed e.g. as the weighted means of the values of the k nearest neighbors. A k-distance diagram can be used to determine suitable parameters for data mining. Additionally, in the core step, i.e.datamining,manyalgorithmssuchasclusteringandclassification are based on k-nn queries. As such algorithms are oflen timeconsumingandhaveatleastalinear,oflennlognorevenquadratic complexity they typically run on a sample set rather than the complete data set. The k-nn-queries are used to assess the quality ofthe sample set (preprocessing) . Afler the run ofthe data mining algorithm, it is necessary to relate the mult to the complete set of database points [IO] . The typical method for doing that is again a k-nn-queryforeachofthedatabasepoints with respecttothesetof classified sample points. In all these algorithms, it is possible to replace a large number of k-nn queries which are originally issued separately, by a single mn of a k-nn join. Therefore, the k-nn join gives powerful suppon for all stages ofthe KDD process.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we give a classification ofthe well-known similarity join operations and review the related work. In section 3, we define the new operation, the k-nearest neighborjoin. In section 4, we develop an algorithm for the k-nn join which applies matching loading and processing stmtegies on top of the multipage index [7] , an index structure which is particularly suited for high-dimensional similarity joins, in order to reduce both CPU and I10 cost and efficiently compute the k-nn join. The experimental evaluation of our a p proach is presented in section 5 and section 6 concludes the paper.
(a) range distance join
. . : . * .
S .
_.*' Figure 1 . Difference between similarity join operations Most related work on join p m a s i n g using multidimensional index structures is based on thespatialjoin. We adapt the relevant algorithms to allow distancebased predicates for multidimensional point databaws instead ofthc intersection ofplygons. The most common technique is the R-tree Spatial Join (W) 191 which processes R-tree like indes structures built on both relations Rand S. RSJ is based on the lower bounding property which means that the distance behveen nvo points is never smaller than the distance (the so-caliedmindist.ct: figure 2) While the CPU requires fine-grained partitioning with page capacities ofonly a few points per page. large block sizes ofup to 1 MB are necessay for etlicient IiO operations. Optimizing for CPU deteriorates the I10 performance and vice versa. The consequence is that an index architecture is necessruy which allows a separate optimization ofCPU and I/O operations. Therefore. the authors propose the Multipage lndeti (Mu%>. a complex indes stmcture with large pages (optimized for IiO) which accommodate a secondq search structure (optimized for maximum CPU efficiency). It i s shown that the resulting index yields an I10 performance which is similar to the 1 1 0 optimized R-tree similarity join and a CPU performance which is close to the CPU optimized R-tree similarity join.
Related work
If no multidimensional index is available. it is possible to con- Ajoinalgorithm particularlysuited for similarity selfjoins isthe E-kdB-trze (271. The basic idea is to partition the data set perpendicularlytooneselecteddimensionintoshipesofwidth~torestrict the join to pairs of subsequent stripes. To speed up the CPU operations, for each stripe amain memory data structure, the E-kdB-tree is constructed which also partitions the data set according to the otherdimensionsuntiladefinednodecapacity i s m h e d . Foreach dimension, the data set is partitioned at most once into stripes of width E. Finally, a tree matching algorithm is applied which is restricted to neighboring stripes. Koudas and Sevcik have proposed the Size Separafion Sporial Join [ 181 and the Multidimensional SptidJoin 1191 which make use of space filling curves to order the points in a multidimensional space. An approach which explicitly deals with massive data sets and thereby avoids the scalability problems of existing similarity join techniques is the Epsilon Grid older (EGO) 151. It is based on a particular sori order of the data points which is obtained by laying an equidistant grid with cell length E over the data space and then compares the grid cells lexicographically.
Closest pair queries
It is possible to overcome the problems of controlling the selectivity by replacing the range query based join predicate using conditions which specify the selectivity. In contrast to range queries which retrieve potentially the whole database, the selectivity of a (k-) closest pair query is (up to tie situations) clearly defined. This operation retrieves the k pairs of R x Shaving minimum distance. Definition 2 (k-) Closest Pair Query R P;a S R S is the smallest subset of R x S that contains at least k pairs ofpoints and for which the following condition holds:
Ilisdefinitiondirectly corresponds tothedefinition of(k-)nearest neighbor queries, where the single data object o is replaced by the pair (zs). Here, tie situations are broken by enlargement of the result set. It is also possible to change definition 2 such that the tie is broken non-deterministically by a random selection. 
The k-nn-join
The range distance join has the disadvantage of a result set cardinality which is difficult to control. This problem has been overcome by the closest pair query where the result set size (up to the rare tie effects) is given by the query parameter k. However, there are only few applications which require the consideration of the k best pairs of two sets. Much more prevalent are applications such as classification or clustering where each point of one set must be combined with its kclosest partners in the other set, which is exactly the operation that corresponds to our new k-nearest neighbor similarityjoin (cf figure IC) . Formally, we define the k-nnjoin as follows:
Definition 3 k-nn Join R E S R E S is the smallest subset of R x S that contains for each point of R at least k points of S and for which the following condition holds:
In contrast to the closest pair query, here it is guaranteed that each point ofR appears in the result set exactly k times. Points ofSmay appear once, more than once (if a point is among the k-nearest neighbors of several points in R) or not at all (if a point does not belong to the h-nearest neighborj of any point in R). Our k-nn join can be expressed in an extended SQL notation:
The closest pair query applies the principle ofthe nearest neighbor search (finding k best things) on the basis ofthe pairs. Conceptually, firstallpairsareformed,andthen,thebestkareselected.Incontrast,thek-nnjoinappliesthisprincipleon abasis"perpointofthe first set". For each of the points of R, the h best join partners are searched. This is an essential difference of concepts. with itselfwhich can be avoided usingthe WHERE clause. Unlike thc €join and the k-closest pair query, the k-nn selfjoin is not symmetric as the nearest neighbor relation is not symmetric. Equivalently. the join RE S which retrieves the k nearest neighbors for rachpointofRis~ssentiallydifferent from S E Rwhichretrieves the nemst neighbors of each S-point. This is symbolized in our symholic notation which uses an asymmerric symbol for the k-nn join in contrast to the other similarity join operations.
Fast index scans for the k-nn join
In this section we develop an algorithm forthe k-nn join which a p plies suitable loading and processingstrategieson topofamultidimensional index structure, the multipage index 171, to efficiently computethek-nnjoin. In [7] wehaveshown forthedistancerange .join that it is necessq to optimize index pammeters such as the page capacity separately for CPU and W O performance. We have proposed anew indexarchitecture (Multipage Index, MuX)depictedin figure 3 which allowssuchaseparateoptimization.The index consists of large pages which are optimized for WO efficiency.
These pages accommodate a secondruy R-tree like main memory search structure with a page directory (storing pairs ofMBR and a corresponding pointer) and data buckets which are containers for the actual data points. The capacity ofthe accommodated buckets is much smaller than the capacity of the hosting page. It is optimized for CPU performance. We have shown that the distance range join on the Multipage Index has an W O performance similar to an R-tree which is purely I/O optimized and has a CPU performance like an R-tree which is purely CPU optimized. Although this issue is up to future work, we assume that also the k-nn join clearly benefits from the separate optimization (because optimization trade-offs are very similar).
In the following description, we assume for simplicity that the hosting pages of our Multipage Index only consist of one directory level andonedatalevel. Iftherearemoredimtory levels,thelevelsarepmcessedinabreadthfirstapproachaccordingtosomesimple strategy, because most costarise in the data level. Therefore. our strategies focus on the last level. the number of processed pages is optimal or close to optimal but due to heavy disk head movements these accesses are very expensive. If considerable parts of the data set ate needed to m e r the query, the index can be outperformed by the sequential scan. In contrast, if too many pages are chained together, many pages are processed unnecessarily before the nearest neighbor is found If onlyafewpagesareneededtoansweraquery, WOchainingshould he carefully applied, and the index should he traversed in the classical way ofthe HS algorithm. Our probability estimation grasps thisluleofthumbwithmanygmdationsbenveenthenvosmemes.
The fast index scan

Optimization goals of the nearest neighbor join
Shortly speaking, the trade-off ofthe nearest neighbor search is between ( I ) getting the nearest neighbor eorly and (2) limiting the cost for the single W O o p t i o n s . In this section, we will describe a similar trade-off in the k-nearest neighbor join. One important goal of the algorithm is to get a good approximation of the nearest neighbor (i.e. a point which is not necessarily fhe nearest neighbor Figure 4 . The fast index s c a n for single range queries (I.) and for single nearest neighbor queries (r.) hut a point which is not much worse than the nearest neighbor) for each ofthese active queries as early as possible. With a good conservative approximation of the nemsr neighbor disrance, we can even abstain &om our probability model ofthe previous paragraph and handle nearest neighbor queries fiutheron like range queries. Only few pages are processed too much.
Incont~ttosinglesimilarityqueries, theseekcostdonotplay an important role in our join algorithm because ow special index structure, MuX, is optimized for disk I/O. Our second aspect, however, is the CPU performance which is negligible for single similarity queries but not for join queries. From the CPU point of view, it is not a good strategy to load a page and immediately process it (i.e.joinit withallpageswhicharealreadyinmainmemory, which is usually done for join queries with a range query predicate). Instead, the page should be paired only with those pages for which one ofthe following conditions holds: It is probable that this pair leads to a considerahle reduction ofsome nearest neighbor distance * It is improbable that the corresponding mate page will receive any improvements of its nearest neighbor distance in future Whilethe first condition seemsto beobvious,thesecondcondition isalsoimponant becauseit ensuresthat unavoidable workloadsare done beforeother workloadswhich areavoidable.Thecacheisprimanly loaded with those pages ofwhich it is most unclear whether or notthey will be needed in future
Basic algorithm
Forthek-nnjoin R G S , wedenotethedatasetRforeachpointof which the nearest neighbors are searched as the outer point set.
Consequently,Sistheinnerpointset. As in [7]
we processthe hosting pages of R and Sin two nested loops (obviously, this is not a nesredloopjoin). Each hosting page of the outer set R is accessed exactly once. The principle ofthe nearest neighborjoin is illustmted in figure 5 . A hosting page PR, of the outer set with 4 accommodated buckets is depicted in the middle. For each point stored in this page, a data structure for the k nearest neighbors is allocated. Candidate points are maintained in these data structures until they are either discarded and replaced by new (better) candidate points oruntil theyareconjrmedtokthe actualnearestneighborsofthe corresponding point. When a candidate is confirmed, it is g u mteed that the database cannot contain any closer points, and the pair can be written to the output. The distance of the last (i.e. k-th or worst) candidate point of each R-pint is the pruning distance: Points, accommodated buckets and hosting pages beyond that pruning distance need not to be considered. The pruning distance ofa bucket is the maximum pruning distance of all points stored in this bucket, i.e. all S-buckets which have a distance from a given R-bucket thatexceedsthepruningdistanceoftheR-bucket, canbe safely neglected as join-pamers of that R-bucket. Similarly. the pruning distance ofapge is the maximum pruning distance ofall accommodated buckets.
In contrast to conventional join methods we reserve only one cache page for the outer set R which is read exactly once. The remaining cache pages are used for the inner set S. For other join predicates (e.g. relational predicates or a distance range predicate), astrategy whichcachesmorepagesoftheouterset isbeneficial for IiO processing(the inner set is scanned fewertimes) while theCPU performance is not affected by the caching strategy. For the k-nn join predicate, the cache strategy affects both I/O and CPU performance. ItisimportantthatforeachconsideredpintofRgoodcan- 
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process bucket pair ; A shoe explanation: ( I ) Iterates over all hosting pages PR of the outer point set R which are accessed in an arbitmy order. For each point in PR, an array for the k neamt neighbors (and the wrresponding candidates) is allocated and initialized with empty pointers in line (2) . In this army, the algorithm stores candidates which may be replaced by other candidates until the candidates are conjrmed. Acandidateis confirmed ifno unprocessed hostingpageor accommodated bucket exists which is claser to the corresponding R-point than the candidate. Consequently, the loop(4) iterates until all candidates are confirmed. In lines 5-9, empty cache pages are filled with hosting pages from S whenever this is possible. This happens at the beginning of processing and whenever pages are discarded because they are either processed or pruned for all R-pints. The decision which hosting page to load next is implemented in the so-called loading strategy which is described in section 4.4. Note that the actual page access can also be done asynchrcnously in a multithreaded environment. After that, we have the accommodated buckets ofone hosting R-page and ofseveral hosting S-pages in the main memory. In lines 10-1 1, one pair of such buckets is chosen and pmcessed. For choosing, our algorithm a p plies a =called processing srruregv which is described in section 4.5. During processing, the algorithm tests whether points ofthe currentS-bucket areclosertoany point ofthecurrent R-bucket than the corresponding candidates are. If so, the candidate m y isupdated(notdepic1ed inouralgorithm)andthepnmingdistances are also changed. Therefore, the current R-bucket can safely prune some ofthe S-buckets that formerly were consideredjoin partners.
foreach PR of R do 3 PS with (9S.done A 7 IsPruned(PS)) do apply loadingslrategyifmore than 1 PSexist apply processing straregy to Select a bucket pair ;
Loading strategy
In conventional similarity search where the nearest neighbor is searched only for one query point, it can be proven that the optimal sbategy is to access the pages in the order of i n c m i n g distance from the query point 141. For our k-nnjoin. we are simultaneously processing nearest neighhor queries for all points stored in a hosting page. To exclude as many hosting pages and accommodated buckets ofS from beingjoin partners ofone of these simultaneous queries, it is necessary to decrease all pruning distances as early as possible. The problem we are addressing now is. what page should be accessed next in lines 5-9 to achieve this goal.
Ohviously, if we consider the complete set ofpoints in the current hosting page PR to assess the quality of an unloaded hosting page PS, the effort for the optimization ofthe loading strategy would be tm high. Therefore. we do not use the complete set of points but rather the accommodated buckets: the pruning distances of the accommodated buckets have to decrease as fast as possible.
InorderforapagePStobegood.thispagemusthavethepower
of considerab!v improving the pruning distance of at least one of the buckets BR ofthe current page PR. Basically there can tX: two obstaclesthatcanpreventapairofsuchapagePSandabucket BR from having ahigh improvement power: (I)the distance (mindist) between this page-bucket pair is large. and ( 2 ) the buchet BR has alrea$va small pruning distance. Condition (1)correspondstothe well-known strategy of accessing pages in the order of increasing distance to the query point. Condition (2). however. intends to avoid that the same bucket BR is repeatedly processed before another bucket B R has reached a reasonable pruning distance (having such buckets B R in the system causes much avoidable effort).
Therefore, the qualiw Q(PSI of a hosting page PS of the inner set S is not only measured in terms of the distance to the cumnt buckets hut thedistancesarealsorelatedtothe current pruningdistance ofthe buckets:
Ourlcadingsrrategv applied in line (7) is to access the hosting pages PS in the order of decreasing quality Q(PS). i.e. we always access the unprocessed page with the highest quality.
Processing strategy
The processing strategy i s applied in line (IO). It addresses the question in what order the accommodated buckets of R and S that have been loaded into the cache should be processed uoined by an in-memory join algorithm). The typical situation found at line (IO)
is that we have the accommodated buckets of one hosting page of Rand the accommodated buckets of several hosting pages of S in the cache. Our algorithm has to select a pair of such buckets 
We process the bucket pairs in the order of decreasing quality. . B&-,s,,) by increasing mindist Figure 6 . Structure of a fractionated pqueue et pairs in a tailor-made data structure, a tiactionated pqueue (half sorted tree). By.fractionaredwe mean a pqueue ofpqueues. as depicted in figure 6 . notethat thistailor-cut structure allowselliciently ( I ) to determine the pair with ma\imum quality. ( 2 ) to insert a new pair. and in particular (3) to update the prunedist ofBR, which atfects the quality of a large number of pairs.
Processing bucket pairs with a high quality is highly important at an early stage of processing until all R-huckets have a sutticicnt pruning distance. Later. the improvement power ofthe pairs does not ditfer very much and a new aspect comes into operation: The pairs should be processed such that one ofthe hosting S pages in thecachecan hereplacedassoonaspossiblebyanewpage.Therefore. our processing strategy switches into a new mode ifthe last c (given parameter) processing steps did not lead to a considerable improvement of any pruning distance. The new mode is to select one hosting S-page PS in the cache and to process all pairs where one ofthe buckets BSaccommodated by PSappzars. We x l e c t that hosting page PSwith the fewest active pairs (i.e. the hosting page that causes k a t cltort).
Experimental evaluation
We implemented the k-nearest neighbor join algorithm. as described in the previous section. haxd on the original sourcc code of the Multipage Index Join 171 and performed an evperimental evaluation using artificial and real data sets ofvarying size and di- We usedsyntheti;asaell areal data.lhes)ntheticddtasets consisted of'?. 6 and 8 dimension.; and conldined irom 10,0tlU to 160,000 uniforml) disrrihut:d points in the unit h)pcrcube. Our w a h o r l d data sets arc a ('AD database u i t h Ih-.limensional feature \eclors ehtracted from ( ' A D parts and il 9-dimensional set o f weather daw. We allnued about 20% of the database sizeascache rcsp. huffcr iircither techniqueand included the index creation time for our k-nn join and the hs-algorithm, uhilr the nestcd hlock loop jiiin (nblj) docs not nccd an) prcconstructed index.
.fie Euclidean distance was used to determine the L-nearest neighbor distance. In order t o shwr the elfects of\.uying the neighhoring p m e t e r k us include figure 7 uith \ar)ing k (from ?-nnto IO-nnjuhileall otherchartsshoa results for the caw ofthe 4-nearrsr neighbors. In figure 7 we can see. the1 except for the nested hlock loop join all techniques periorm better for a smaller numher ofnearest neighhorsand the hc-algorithm starts to perform t~o n e than the nhlj if more than 4 nrarrst neighbors are requested. 'This is a well knotrn last Ibr high dimensional data a the pruning poaer ofthe director) pages dcteriotntes quickly with increasing dimension and p a m e t c r k.
'This is also true, but far less dramatic for the k-nn join because ofthe useofmuchsmaller buckets which still pcrserve pruning power for higher dimensions and parameters k. The size ofthe dataha.% u x d for thcsc experiments was 80.0U0 points.
The three charts in figure 8 shots the results (Irom left tu ri&ht) ior the hs-algorithm, our k-nn join and the nblj ior the 8-dimensional uniform ddtasel forvar)ingsiLeoiIhedatahase.
The total elapsed time consist\ 01' the CPWtime and the I 0-time. We can ohsene that the hs-algorithm (despite ming lwe hluck sixs for optimi2ation) is c i w l ) I 0 hound irhile the nested block limp join is clearly CPU bound. Our k-nn join has a sorneuhcu higherCPL' wsl than the hj-algorithm, hut signilicantly less than the nhlj nhile it produces almost a s little 1' 0 a\ nhlj and 15 a result clearly outprforms huh, the hs-algtirithm m d thc nblj. during processing increases with increasing database size.We can see this effect in figure 9 . Obviously, the k-nn join scales much better with increasing size of the database than the other two techniques. Figure 10 showsthe results forthe 9-dimensional weather data. The maximum speed-up of the k-nnjoin compared to the hs-algorithm is 28 and the maximum speed-up compared to the nested block loop join is 17. For small database sizes, the nested block loop join outperforms the hs-algorithm which might be due to the cachehuffer and IiO configuration used. Again, as with the artificia1 data, the k-nnjoin clearly outperformsthe othertechniques and scales well with the size ofthe database. Figure I I shows the results for the 1 &dimensional CAD data Even for this high dimension of the data space and the poor clustering property of the CAD data set. the k-nn join still reaches a speed-up factoroSl.3 Sorthe 80,000pointset (with increasingtendency for growing database sizes) compared to the nested block loop join (which basically is a sequential scan optimized for the k-nn case). The speed-up factor of the k-nn join over the hs-algorithm is greater than 3.
Conclusions
lnthis paper, wehave proposedanalgorithm toefficientlycompute the k-nearest neighborjoin, anew kind of similarity join. In contrast toothertypesofsimilarityjoinssuchasthedistancerangejoin,the k-distance join (k-closest pair query) and the incremental distance join,ournewk-nnjoincombineseachpointofapointsetRwithits k neatest neighbon in another point set S. We have seen that the k-nnjoincan be apowerful database primitive which allows the efficient implementation of numerous methods of knowledge discovery and data mining such as classification, clustering, data cleansing, and postprocessing. Our algorithm forthe efficient computation ofthe k-nn join uses the Multipage Index (MuX), a specialized index stmcture for similarity join processing and applies matching loading and processing strategies in order to reduce both CPU and IiO cost. Our experimental evaluation proves high performance gains compared to conventional methods.
